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Full Stack Web Developer, Convizit via Abra
Designed and developed a unique user application from scratch to production, that mounts on
any website, visualizing live and aggregated data while enabling editing and customization
Developed user behavior tracking algorithms using browser APIs, advanced DOM manipulation
techniques, while assuring browser compatibility and performance
Developed BE microservices meant for authentication, user management and data manipulation
and customization
Improved code maintainability by refactoring old code bases and implementing clean code best
practices
Developed a shared UI components package using Storybook, to remove duplications and unite
styles across different applications
Participated in a successful team effort to reduce the number of bugs in the system from over 40
to almost nothing in several months
Increased tests coverage and made significant improvements to tests infrastructure using
Cypress and Cucumber

January 2022 - Present

Experience

Javascript
Typescript
React.js

Node.js
SQL
HTML & CSS

Skills

Full Stack Web Developer, Flowbiz
Boost performance and improved code readability and organization by migrating our front end
wizard application from AngularJS to React, using a TDD approach
Reduced development time by automating tests generation from JSON data files to Protractor
tests
Ensured quality code delivery by creating CI/CD pipelines from development trough staging, to
production
Ensured high standard development and code writing according to best practices by creating a
number of customized application starters, using a range of various technologies, and including
all the different layers of the needed stack such as state management, authentication, testing,
documentation generation, and style libraries

August 2019 - January 2022

IT Consultant and Web Develper, IsraelMM 2019 - 2022

Designed, developed and maintained a full stack application to analyze, visualize, and manage
data of a governmental funded project to enhance circular economy in various industries. Built
using NodeJS (Express), React and PostgreSQL

MA in Political Philosophy, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 

BA in Philosophy, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv
Majored in political theory and philosophical and mathematical logic

 2015 - 2018

 2010 — 2014

Education

Graduated summa cum laude, with a perfect score on my thesis paper 

Full stack web developer with 4+ years of experience. Independent and fast learner. I enjoy the satisfaction of
developing great software and solving complex problems. 
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